Event extraction is an important research direction in the field of natural language processing (NLP) applications including information retrieval (IR). Traditional event extraction is realized with two methods: the pipeline and the joint extraction methods. The pipeline method determines the event by triggering word recognition to further implement event extraction and is prone to error cascading. The joint extraction method applies deep learning to implement the completion of the trigger word and the argument role classification task. Most studies with the joint extraction method adopt the CNN or RNN network structure. However, in the case of event extraction, deeper understanding of complex contexts is required. Existing studies do not make full use of syntactic relations. This paper proposes a novel event extraction model, which is built upon a Tree-LSTM network and a Bi-GRU network and carries syntactically related information. It is illustrated that this method simultaneously uses Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU to obtain a representation of the candidate event sentence and identify the event type, which results in a better performance compared to the ones that use chain structured LSTM, CNN or only Tree-LSTM. Finally, the hidden state of each node is used in Tree-LSTM to predict a label for candidate arguments and identify/classify all arguments of an event. Lab results show that the proposed event extraction model achieves competitive results compared to previous works.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of ''event'' is gradually adopted in the field of knowledge such as artificial intelligence and information retrieval. There is a large number of researches available, which identify a variety of events. ''event'' is related to the participants, time and place, and is a unit of knowledge that is larger than ''concept'' and covers more components.
Event extraction is an important research direction in the field of information extraction. Its goal is to identify the type of event including time, place, and participants of the event from text and provide support for the semantic analysis of the text.
The International Assessment Conference MUC (Message Understanding Conference) and ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) provide researchers with a standard evaluation platform to promote the development of information extraction research.
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According to ACE, there are two subtasks of event extraction: (1) event detection and type identification: generally related to trigger word recognition; (2) extraction of event elements: event element classification and tagging, determining roles.
The event extraction process can be formalized as follows: For each candidate event sentence S i in any one of the paragraphs S, S i = {w 1 ,w 2 , · · · w n }, where w i is the ith word in the sentence, w a is the candidate trigger word, w a ∈ {w 1 ,w 2 , · · · w n };
According to the definition of ACE, there are 8 categories of event types, 33 sub-categories, and the arguments of each class are collections:
T i = {t 1 , t 2 , · · ·t n }, where t i is the role tag of the ith argument, in particular: tags of w a t a ∈ {Anchor, NA} The above method is to determine whether the candidate event sentence S i is an event sentence and then select the event type according to the trigger vocabulary given by the ACE, thereby determining that the event sentence is marked with the argument character; finally, the word w i in S i is marked with the argument role tag t i . However, the result of event type identification in the above method exerts a big influence on the overall performance of the event extraction system due to the error cascading problems caused in each step. At the same time, if the event element information cannot be used as reference in the event type identification process, the performance of event type recognition will also be negatively affected. The accuracy of trigger word recognition is very important for identifying the event type by the identification of the trigger word. In particular, the following situations will greatly affect the recognition of event types. Consider the following examples:
• E1. Triggers are not given in existing knowledge bases. • E2. When trigger words are ambiguous, it is difficult to determine the type of event, especially so in Chinese .  For example:  a. 2 , 28  ,  ,  ,!  ,  ,  . b. , , ,
The first sentence contains the event type of ''accident'', and the second sentence contains the event type of ''meet'' in the Contact class.
• E3. When the sentence is a long sentence and contains multiple verbs and other classes of candidate triggers, the effect of trigger recognition will also be affected.
Verb lexical semantic property is the only factor that contributes to the determination of the event type expressed by a sentence, which is the result of a complex interplay between verb meaning and its linguistic context [28] . The identification of event types plays an important role in the entire event extraction task. The result of event type recognition directly affects the classification of the argument role. Therefore, in this study, an event type recognition model that uses context information and relies on syntax information without trigger recognition is introduced. Specifically, the following research questions were discussed:
• RQ1: Can we directly recognize the type of event without identifying the triggers? (S1) FIGURE 1. Comparison of traditional event type identification method (a) With our event type identification method (b). Our method can directly recognize the type of event without identifying the triggers, thus can improve the performance of the event extraction model.
• RQ2: Can context information improve the accuracy of event type identification? (S2)
• RQ3: What are the effects of dependency in sentences on event type recognition? (S3)
In order to address these research questions, we propose a model that directly identifies the type of event, and in this model the labeling of the trigger word is a by-product of event type identification. The basic idea is: event type recognition is a multi-class problem. In the event type recognition process, the trigger type is not used to identify the event type. Instead, the role of trigger words in event type recognition is ignored to reduce the impact of error cascading in order to address RQ1. Also, we use a tree-based long-term shortterm memory (Tree-LSTM) network to capture information from a wide range of semantic environments. Comparing to traditional LSTM, Tree-LSTM takes a tree structure network topology. The dependency tree structure can connect semantically related concepts to significantly express the dependencies between triggers and arguments. In the proposed model, in order to obtain more syntax and context information, a dependency-Tree-LSTM network is trained to obtain sentence embedded representations to highlight the role of input dependencies in event extraction tasks. In addition, we also trained a Bi-GRU network to add the context information of candidate event sentences to the sentence embedded representation of candidate event sentences in order to further improve the accuracy of semantic recognition of polysemous words in sentences corresponding to RQ2 and RQ3.
To summarize, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
-We propose a novel framework based on deep learning to improve performance in the event type recognition. -With the framework, we are able to get the event sentence type directly instead of determining the event sentence type by trigger dictionary match. -Context and syntax information is employed to obtain more accurate and richer sentence representations, which greatly improves the accuracy of event type identification.
II. RELATED WORK A. EVENT EXTRACTION
According to different methods adopted, the models of event extraction can be divided into two categories: rule-based extraction models and statistical machine learning-based extraction models. Rule-based extraction models match pre-processed text information with corresponding event templates by defining a template of a certain type of event, thereby realizing the extraction of events. For example, Han et al. [1] constructed an event-based information extraction system, which fulfills the identification and extraction of disaster events. The rule-based extraction model is higher in accuracy. However, as rule-based information extraction needs to be defined by rules and templates for specific types of events, it is not suitable for event extraction of generalized massive text information.
Deep learning has contributed to the tremendous progress in the field of computer vision [34] . Following this trend, current NLP research is increasingly using new deep learning methods. The information extraction models used in machine learning-based methods include Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Maximum Entropy Model (ME), Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM), and conditional random domain. Model (Conditional Radom Fields, CRF), CNN, LSTM, etc. For event extraction, Ahn [2] proposes to divide the event detection task of ACE evaluation into 4 steps: event trigger word recognition, event role labeling, attribute labeling, and event co-finger detection. Event extraction can be completed through the first two steps. The last two steps of the task include completing the event common detection task. However, there is a problem to balance between positive and negative cases in the model used by Ahn. Zhao et al. [3] improves this by using the extended trigger vocabulary for candidate event recognition and classifying the identified candidate events by using the maximum entropy binary classifier to realize the recognition of event types. Chen and Ji [4] proposes a word-based event extraction system and a word-based event extraction system. All these methods can be treated as pipeline approaches. Such methods are more modular and simpler to implement based on generic components, and faster to run and debug, but errors in upstream components are often compounded and propagated to the downstream stages. The result of event type identification in these methods greatly affects the overall performance of the event extraction system due to error cascading problems caused in each step. At the same time, event element information cannot be used as a reference basis in the event type identification process and thus affects negatively event type recognition.
Neural networks are widely applied in event extraction nowadays. Chen et al. [5] proposes an event extraction model named Dynamic Multi-pooling Convolutional Neural Network (DMCNN), which is the first deep neural networkbased approach. Nguyen et al. [6] explores recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in the event extraction task, enhancing bidirectional RNN with manually designed features to extract events. Sha et al. [7] uses dependency relations (inspired by (Qian et al. [8] )) as a new structure to learn argumentargument interaction feature, enhancing RNN with dependency bridges, and syntactically related information is used when modeling each word. The methods above can be labeled as the joint extraction approach, and are less prone to error propagation but more complex in terms of implementation. Xu et al. [29] proposes a Chinese event detection method based on multi-feature fusion and Bi-LSTM, in which contextual information is captured based on Bi-LSTM model. This method performs well on the CEC dataset. Zhang et al. [30] proposes a new framework for event extraction based on an inverse reinforcement learning method using a generative adversarial network (GAN), and delves into the influence of two different pre-training methods of ELMo and word2vec on the proposed model. Liu et al. [35] proposes a novel multilingual approach -dubbed as Gated Multi-Lingual Attention (GMLATT) framework -to simultaneously address data scarcity and monolingual ambiguity issues found in event detection. To enhance both automatic feature selection and classification, Shen et al. [31] presents an end-to-end convolutional highway neural network and extreme learning machine (CHNN-ELM) framework to detect biomedical event triggers. Fan et al. [32] presents a bidirectional long short-term memory convolution neural network weighted extreme learning machine (BC-WELM) to identify the biomedical event trigger.
B. TREE-STRUCTURED LSTMs
LSTM can be used in many AI fields, such as computer vision. Zhang et al. [33] proposes a novel method based on LSTM for fine-grained age estimation in the wild, inspired by fine-grained categories and the visual attention mechanism. The limitation of the LSTM architecture only allows for strictly sequential information propagation. In comparison to the linear chain structured LSTM, the Tree-LSTM takes tree-structured network topology into consideration. Tai et al. [9] develop two different variants of LSTMs: child sum Tree-LSTM and N-ary Tree-LSTM. The basic idea in these variants is also to use the basic concept of input, output, update and forgetting gates, which is very similar to the standard LSTM with few important changes. Standard LSTM is typically used to solve sequence tasks and these variants can be used to solve some of the tasks associated with tree structure data (selection trees or dependency trees). In the tree-LSTMs, the hidden and cell state of a parent node depends only on its children hidden and cell states. Chen et al. [10] combine LSTM with Tree LSTM for natural language inference tasks and empirically proved that these two models complement each other very well. Zhou et al. [11] extend the concept of standard Tree-RNNs and propose a number of attention-based Tree-RNN models to perform the semantic relatedness task. However, their proposed attention model only works with child sum Tree-LSTMs and GRUs. Liu et al. [12] focus on Tree LSTM for text summarization tasks where two different kinds of alignment were used: block alignment for aligning phrases and word alignment for aligning inter-words within phrases. Ahmed et al. [13] designs a generalized attention framework for both dependency and constituency trees by encoding variants of decomposable attention inside a Tree-LSTM cell.
III. MODEL FRAMEWORK A. MAIN FRAMEWORK
We introduce an event extraction model based on Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU to improve the performance of event extraction. In the event type identification task, the model directly recognizes the event type by using Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU to obtain a representation of the sentence. The model obtains the context and syntactic information from the representation of the event sentence through two neural network models. In this task, we need to classify sentences that contain events and those do not and then identify the event type. We complete this pipeline task as one task. By adding a label ''Non'' to the event type label set, which means the sentence does not contain event. After the event type is determined, the task of trigger word and argument role classification are completed according to the hidden state of root node of each subtree in the Tree-LSTM. To facilitate the presentation of our work, we first briefly introduce the kernel modules of the model. Figure 2 outlines two core parts of the event detection model.
Part I is used to achieve sentence embedding. For event extraction tasks, the traditional LSTM model used in event detection can only simultaneously model the representation of a given word with the context information both preceding and following the word. This information is not enough for event extraction. Tree-LSTM takes the dependency tree structure of each sentence as input and gradually incorporates information from the entire subtree into each node. Therefore, each node obtains a richer information expression so that the dependency tree of the sentence is regarded as the input of the Tree-LSTM. We can get a rich representation of sentence embedding combined with syntactic features such as the dependency feature between the potential arguments and the trigger, the composition features in the sentence. More details of this method will be described in section 3.2. Part II is the context embedding module, which embeds the sentence as a way to representing its relation to the next sentence, i.e., the context information is taken into consideration. We intend to efficiently learn generic representation embedding as wide sentential contexts using a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) that can subsequently be transferred to other tasks (e.g. relation extraction). Essentially, we can encode a sentence using the ACE dataset to learn a model that embeds the entire sentential context. We motivate the use of a bidirectional RNN by taking into account the cross-sentence sentential context in both directions in order to gain some dependency between the sentences around the event sentence. More details of this method will be described in section 3.3. We splice the output of the first and second modules to get a representation of the candidate event sentence. Then we use the softmax function to classify the event types. With a ''Non'' element added to the event type set, the sentence marked ''Non'' does not contain an event. The output of module 2 is only used to assist in determining the event type, trigger word and argument role classification. We implement the task of joint extraction with the trigger word by inputting the hidden state of the root node of each subtree in Module 1 as the input of the softmax function.
B. REPRESENTATION OF WORD
A vector representation of a word consists of three parts: word embedding table, PoS embedding table and entity type  embedding table. -Word Embedding Table: Each word w in the lexicon is represented as a vector e w initialized t by some pre-trained word embedding -PoS Embedding Table: to embed the PoS. The trigger words in the ACE corpus are verbs (47.92%) and nouns (42.42%), but there are some exceptions such as adjectives (ADJ) 3.56%, proper nouns (PROPN), 1.66%, pronouns (PRON) and adverbs (ADV). Therefore, PoS also plays a role in event detection tasks. Each word's PoS value is associated with a dimensional vector. If word w has POS tag p, we add an embedding e p for tag p to the input information.
-Entity type embedding Table: entities detected by an NER can further contributes to event extraction. Each type of entity (name, organization etc.) is associated with a d-dimensional vector.
The word embeddings e w , the PoS embeddings e p and the entity type embedding e n are concatenated into a single vector w i = [e w , e p , e n ] to represent the word w i . As a result, the original sentence s i can now be viewed as a matrix X of size m e w , m e p , m e n × n, where m e n is the dimensionality of the entity type embedding vectors, m e p the size of the word PoS embedding and m e w , the size of the word embedding.
Different modules have different inputs. For example, Part I uses the mosaic of all the words in the candidate event sentence as the input. However, the input of Part II is composed of the embedding of all words in the candidate event sentence and context.
C. MODULE OF SENTENCE EMBEDDING BASED ON Tree-LSTM
Given a sentence, for example the sentences shown in Figure 3 , we first perform dependency parsing with the Stanford dependency parser and obtain a dependency tree. For each node k in the tree structure, c k is the set of children nodes of node k.h k is the sum of the hidden states of k's children nodes:h
Then, in this module, Tree-LSTM unit contains one forget gate f ik for each child i. So, the tree-LSTM unit can selectively incorporate information from each child node. For the node k, the input gate i k is transformed by:
the forget gate f ki for each child node i is transformed by:
, W (f) , U (i) , U (o) and U (f) are learnable parameters, b (i) , b (o) and b (f) are bias terms. Through the learning model, the parameters W (f) , W (i) can be learned, which allows the memory cells of a parent node to selectively forget their individual children. It is also possible to adjust the input gate i k with values close to 1or 0 depending on the semantic importance of the child nodes (for example, when the child nodes are verbs or nouns).
Thus, for each node j, the input gate gathers all NER, PoS, and semantic information from its children nodes, and the output gate balances the meaningful information from its child nodes. We eventually combine the implicit way of incorporating NER, PoS, and semantic information into the input, output and forget gates and an explicit way of directly incorporating the NER, PoS, and semantic information into a node's hidden state:
where c k is the memory cell, W (c) and U (c) are weight matrices to be learned. At last this module produces the sentence embedding at the root of each tree, we get the first part of sentence embedding S 1 e . is the structure of tree-LSTM. From this we can see that the root of the dependency tree has a high probability as a trigger word. We can use tree-LSTM to make effective use of syntactic information.
D. MODULE OF SENTENCE CONTEXT EMBEDDING BASED ON Bi-GRU
Given a sentence representation method, we train a classifier to predict the type of event or the existence of a trigger. In order to improve the accuracy of event type recognition, in this part of sentence embedding, we encode context information into the representation of sentences. The relationship among sentences in the paragraph, i.e., the context information, is taken into consideration.
In the process of sentence embedding, we intend to efficiently learn generic representation embedding as wide sentential contexts using a bidirectional recurrent neural network. The architecture of sentence context encoding is depicted in Figure 4 . We get a vector that encodes the context meaning of the sentence by using the final hidden state of the last bidirectional RNN and then we consider the sentence embedding as a larger context feature for the event detection task.
Consider the input sequence S = {s n−i · · · s n−1 , s n , s n+1 , s n+i }, s n is the candidate event sentence. s n−i , s n+i are the ith sentence to the left and right of s n , s n = {x n 1 , x n 2 , x n 3 · · · x n i , where x n i represents the vector representation of a word of the ith word in the nth sentence in sequence S, it also consists of three parts: word embedding table, PoS embedding table,  and entity type embedding table. In this step, For each sequence S, each step:
h t is the hidden vector, x k t is the tth word in the kth sentence S, which is also the current input vector, h t−1 is the previous hidden vector, σ is the non-linear transformation function (e.g. sigmoid or tanh).
This recurrent computation is done over S to generate the hidden vector sequence h = [h 1 , h 2 · · · h n ]. for candidate event sentence and context. A second RNN is run in the reverse direction from h n to h 1 to generate the second hidden vector sequence ← h = [h n , h n−1 · · · h 1 ] in which we can summarizes the context information in input sequence S. We concatenate the hidden vectors h = [h 1 , h 2 · · · h n ], and ← h = [h n , h n−1 · · · h 1 ] to obtain the representation for S. Thus, we encapsulate the context information for the candidate event sentence. In this module, we apply a fully connected layer with a nonlinear activation, we pick up the hidden representation from the fully-connected layer as the other part of sentence embedding S 2 e , as shown in Figure 4 .
E. EVENT EXTRACTION 1) EVENT TYPE
The sentence representation results obtained by the above two modules are spliced to obtain the representation result of the candidate event sentence. The type of the event sentence is identified by the softmax function. Particularly, we concatenate the sequence S 1 e and S 2 e , which are the output of Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU, as a single vector S = [S 1 e , S 2 e ]. To compute the confidence of each event type, the feature vector S R 2d , where d is the dimension of hidden state vector, is fed into a classifier. We exploit a softmax approach to identify event type as follows.
where W s R n * 2d is the transformation matrix and Output R n is the final output of the model, (n − 1) is equal to the number of event types. Because candidate event sentences may not contain events, we extend the set of event types to 9 major classes, or 34 subclasses by adding a type ''Non''. Sentences that do not contain events are labeled ''Non''. For regularization, we implement/use dropout [16] on the penultimate layer.
2) TRIGGER AND ARGUMENT ROLE
After determining the type of event, according to the hidden state h k of each node k we got in module I, we use a softmax classifier to predict a label for each node and optimize the parameters by minimizing a negative log-likelihood loss. We use all the entity mentions that occur in the same sentence as its candidate arguments, and then assign an argument role or None.
At each node k, a softmax classifier is used to predict the labelt k given the inputs {x} k observed at nodes in the subtree rooted at k. The classifier takes the hidden state h k at the node as input:p
The cost function is the negative log-likelihood of the true class labels t (k) at each labeled node:
where m is the number of labeled nodes in the training set, the superscript j indicates the jth labeled node, and λ is an L2 regularization hyper parameter. The process of event extraction by our framework is shown in Figure 5 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET
Our framework is evaluated against the ACE 2005 dataset.
To comply with previous work, we use a pre-defined split of the documents provided by Sha et al. [7] , in which the newswire texts in ACE2005 dataset are divided into 529 training documents, 30 developing documents and 40 testing documents. In order to verify the model's recognition performance of ambiguous words, we manually extracted 20 pairs of event sentences with the same trigger words but different event types for experimental verification. The overall statistics of the dataset is shown in Table 2 .
B. Experimental Setup
We compare our framework with the following baselines:
(1) CRF(Hu et al. [14] ), which proposes an improved conditional random field joint labeling model; (2) DM CNN, proposed by Chen et al. [5] (2015), which exploits a dynamic multi-pooling convolutional neural network for event detection, is the first approach based on deep neural network; (3) JRNN (Nguyen et al. [10] ), which employs a bi-directional RNN to jointly extract event triggers and arguments, only takes dependency relations as input features; (4) dbRNN (Lei et al. [7] ), which proposes a novel dependency bridge recurrent neural network (dbRNN) for event extraction; (5) GAIL-W2V (Zhang T [30] ), a GAN-based approach which use word2vec embeddings for event extraction; (6) GAIL-ELMo (Zhang et al. [30] ), a GAN-based approach which use ELMo embeddings for event extraction; (7) GMLATT (Liu et al. [35] ), a multilingual framework based on attention mechanisms and Bi-GRU approach for event detection. In order to analyze the effects of Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU, we add an ablation experiment, and the results are compared and analyzed as in Figure 7 . In order to explore the influence of the length of the event sentence context information in Module 2 on the experimental results, we embed different lengths of context information into the model input, and the experimental results are shown in Table 5 . The hyper-parameters are tuned on the development set and listed in Table3. For optimization, we adopt mini-batch SGD to minimize the cost function. Besides, we add a dropout layer to prevent the co-adaptation of the parameters to address the overfitting problem. Table 4 shows the overall performance with four baselines (in ACE2005 dataset). Table 5 and figure 6 shows the performance after adding different lengths of context into input sequence. Figure 7 shows the effects of Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU in proposed method.
C. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
From the results in Table 4 , we can see that the model we proposed with a tree structure network topology connects semantically related concepts, revealing strong dependencies between triggers and arguments. We also learn that more context features will result in better performance as against all the baselines. Our framework outperforms the dependency relation-based model (dbRNN) by 0.6% in trigger classification and 0.4% in argument classification. Our framework can also outperform the deep learning method (JRNN) by 3.5% in trigger classification and 3.7% in argument classification. Our framework underperforms the best method in GAN-based models by 0.4% in trigger word recognition and 0.6% in argument role classification, and outperforms that method by 0.2% higher in argument identification. Furthermore, the structure for our proposed method is simpler. Table 5 shows the effect of context information. We can see that our result (0.2% and 1.9%) is higher than methods without using context information in trigger classification and argument classification. Since the effect of error cascading on the classification of the arguments is reduced, our result is also 3.3% higher than methods without context information. We find that the context does improve the accuracy of event type recognition, i.e. the context of the candidate event sentence helps to improve the type recognition performance of the candidate event sentence. In order to analyze the performance of different methods, we use the paired-samples T test as a significance test method to test the F1 values of RNN-based, CNN-based, our framework and RL-based methods. It is found that the differences between other RNN-based methods and our framework is significant; the F1 value between the our framework and the CNN-based methods is significantly different, and the sig value is 0.002. The F1 values between the RL-based methods and our framework is not significant. Table 6 shows the effect of context length. We can see that when the length of the context information in the input sequences is 2, the recognition performance of the candidate event sentence event type reaches an optimal value in this interval. This is because short context information has little effect on event type identification. Also, long context information reduces the performance of event type recognition. It can be seen from the experimental results based on the ACE2005 data, when the context length is 2, context information can improve the recognition effect of the candidate event sentence event type. From the results in figure 7 , we can see that the Bi-GRU and Tree-LSTM can improve the performance of the method in different aspects. Since the Bi-GRU part adds context information to sentence embedding, the event type recognition performance is improved. Tree-LSTM adds syntactic information to sentence embedding to improve the performance of argument identification and argumentation role classification. Table 6 shows the system performance in the recognition of ambiguous trigger words compared with baselines in the dataset from which we manually extracted 20 pairs of event sentences with the same trigger words but different event types. We can see that when the ambiguous word is used as the trigger word, the recognition performance of the event type of our framework is 5.9% higher than JRNN which is the best performing one among the baseline methods. This is because our framework recognizes the type of the candidate event sentence and embeds the context information into the representation of the candidate event sentence. Once event type recognition performance is improved, the impact of error cascading will also be reduced, which is one of the reasons our framework's overall performance exceeds other models in Figure 3 .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel method to extract event, which encodes candidate event sentences by using Tree-LSTM and Bi-GRU. Tree-LSTM obtains rich syntactic information such as dependency features between triggers and arguments. Bi-GRU obtains context features of candidate event sentences to improve the performance of event type identification. Based on sentence embedding, the type of candidate event sentence is directly recognized instead of identifying the event type by first identifying the trigger word and then using the dictionary matching method. As a result, the accuracy of the event type recognition is improved. Here we add the label ''Non'' in the event type collection to indicate that the candidate event sentence does not contain any event. Then, according to the node representation of the tree-LSTM in the dependency tree of the candidate event sentence, the node is classified to realize the joint extraction of the two subtasks: trigger word and argument role classification. The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
